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Abstract

This paper examines the volatility spillovers between US industries and their

dependence on the inter-industry business linkages. Our first-stage multivariate

model reveals significant volatility transmission between trading industries. Our

second-stage results demonstrate that inter-industry spillovers are influenced by the

strength of the trading relationship. When industries are more important to their

partners, as measured by the shares of inputs or revenue, they tend to have stronger

volatility spillovers toward their partners and are less affected by the volatility of

their partners. Qualitatively similar results are obtained regardless of the business-

linkages measures used and from samples restricted to closely-linked or to non-

financial industries. Importantly, business linkages are highly relevant for shock

spillovers in bad market conditions. The link between volatility spillovers and the

strength of the business relationship is confirmed at portfolio level as well.
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1. Introduction

A well-established body of literature shows evidence of volatility spillovers between

international stock markets, in which the volatility of a market index can be explained by the

volatility of the other markets (see Hamao et al., 1990; King and Wadhwani, 1990; Koutmos

and Booth, 1995; among others). To date, however, relatively little attention has been paid to

how volatility is transmitted across industries in an economy. Although some studies have

examined volatility spillovers among a group of related industries, they only focus on specific

sectors such as energy and financials (see Alli et al., 1994; Ewing et al., 2002; Elyasiani et al.,

2007; among others).

Industries in an economy are connected through an intricate network of transactions as

output produced by an industry serves as input in the production processes of other industries

along the supply chain. Equally intertwined are the accompanying financial flows between

industries. Consequently, the volatility of stock returns of an industry that relies on cash flow

streams from another industry is likely to rise with an upsurge in the volatility of its trading

partner. In this paper, we look at the relation between volatility spillovers of stock returns

across all industries in an economy and the strength of their supplier-customer relationship as

measured by the amount of trade flows between industries.

Our work relates to the economics literature investigating how shocks spread through

the economy. For instance, Shea (2002) proves the importance of input-output linkages in the

comovement of sectors in the economy. He shows that fluctuation in the production of one

industry is affected by the shocks to all other industries, where the downstream propagation of

supply shocks and the upstream transmission of demand shocks depends on the strength of the

cost and demand linkages between industries, respectively. Acemoglu et al. (2012) develop a

theoretical model to show how, via the network of input-output interconnections, idiosyncratic

shocks to a sector propagate downstream to both its immediate customers and its indirect

customers further down the supply chain resulting in aggregate fluctuations.

We focus on how shocks to an industry stock returns propagate to both its suppliers and

customers through the input-output linkages between industries. Our methodology consists of

two stages. In the first stage, we use a multivariate GARCH model to measure the extent to

which shocks and return volatility are transmitted within pairs of industries in a trading

relationship. Our first stage model resembles Elyasiani et al. (2007) but differs from their

specification in two main respects. Firstly, while Elyasiani et al. (2007) investigate the

volatility transmission between three industries in the financial sector (i.e., banks, securities

firms and life insurance companies), we consider all economic sectors and calculate the
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volatility spillovers for all the pairs of industries in the US economy. As a result, we estimate

multivariate GARCH models for 2,080 distinct industry pairs. Secondly, we include the

autoregressive term in the mean equations and the shock spillovers in the variance equations.

In the second stage, we run cross-sectional regressions where the first-stage estimates

of the degree of volatility spillovers (the GARCH and ARCH parameters) are explained by the

amount of trade flows between industries along with other industry-specific characteristics that

are thought to affect the industry return volatility (such as industry size and concentration ratio).

Our measures of economic relationship between industries are constructed from the US

Input-Output (IO) accounts from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). As pointed out by

Ahern and Harford (2014), the IO tables record all the dollar flows between all producers and

purchasers in the entire US economy based on the classification system specifically designed

to group firms into industries that best measure customer and supplier relations. Our work

differs from previous studies using IO-based measures to identify the supply chain relationship

(c.f. Menzly and Ozbas, 2010; Aobdia et al., 2014) in that we focus on spillovers in the second

moment rather than the first moment.

As a preview of our main results, we find evidence of significant volatility spillovers

between US industries. To illustrate, 83% of the industry pairs display significant volatility

spillovers (either GARCH or ARCH). Importantly, our study shows that inter-industry

volatility spillovers depend on the strength of the trading relationship between the two

industries. Specifically, the volatility of an industry with a more important role (i.e., being a

major customer or supplier) relative to its trading partner transmits strongly to its partner, while

its partner’s volatility has much less impact on its stock returns’ volatility. Our results suggest

that spillovers from external shocks are more strongly connected to business linkages than pure

volatility spillovers, pointing to the vulnerability of industries to external uncertainty.

Our findings remain virtually unchanged when subjected to a series of sensitivity tests.

Our results are robust to the construction of the business linkage variables using alternative

yearly IO data from 2005 to 2013 and the average values for the sample period. Conducting

our two-stage analysis on restricted samples produces similar results. Firstly, to acknowledge

that certain pairs of industries trade relatively little with each other, we conduct our two-stage

analysis on the sample of industry pairs that have substantial trade relationship and find

qualitatively similar results. Secondly, we drop from our sample all industries in the financial

sectors, which are expected to have stronger volatility spillover to other industries in the

economy, and find that our main results remain unaltered.
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We examine further whether the relation between business linkages and volatility

spillovers is influenced by the overall market conditions. To this end, we repeat our two-stage

analysis separately on the three sub-periods within our sample: the pre-crisis period of 2005-

2006, the crisis period of 2007-2008, and the bull-market period of 2009-2013. Our estimates

reveal that shock spillovers are more strongly correlated with business linkages during the bad

market conditions of the 2007-2008 financial crisis.

Having identified the link between volatility spillovers and the strength of the business

linkages at industry level, we then investigate whether we observe volatility spillovers at the

portfolio level. Following Menzly and Ozbas (2010), we use the IO data to construct the

portfolio of suppliers for each US industry. Similarly, we construct each industry’s portfolio of

customers. We then conduct the first-stage multivariate volatility spillover analysis for each

industry and its representative supplier and representative customer, respectively. Our results

suggest significant volatility spillovers at the portfolio level for 61 out of 65 industries. In line

with our findings for industry pairs, we confirm the link between the strength of the business

relationship and volatility spillovers at portfolio level.

Understanding how volatility transmits across industries has far reaching implications

for business managers, investors and policy makers. It is not uncommon for managers and

investors to maintain portfolios focusing on a group of related companies or on specific

industries, such as energy funds, agriculture funds, among others. Since these portfolios may

have significant weights in closely-linked industries, they are less diversified and more exposed

to idiosyncratic risks.1 To achieve the desired risk and return characteristic, it may be necessary

for investment managers to rebalance their portfolios more frequently, thereby increasing their

trading costs. Volatility transmission across industries has policy implications as well. For

instance, responding to monetary policy changes, returns on stocks of industries with high

leverage (e.g., financials, utilities, retails) are likely to be more volatile than returns on stocks

of industries with low leverage (e.g., technology, services). As shocks transmit across

industries via their trade relationship, uncertainty becomes more severe making policy fine-

tuning especially challenging. Similarly, a fiscal policy change targeting a certain industry

could potentially affect other related industries if volatility spillovers among them are high due

to their close relationship.

1 Griffin and Karolyi (1998) point out that randomly assigning investments across industries within a country
results in poor diversification as the reduction in the portfolio variance is significantly smaller than diversification
across countries within the same industry. Their results may be due to cross-industry volatility spillovers which
cause stock prices in closely-related industries to move in tandem thereby reducing the benefit of diversification.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on

volatility spillover and the impact of business linkages. Section 3 presents our two-stage

methodology. Section 4 describes the data and the construction of the business-linkage

measures used in this research. Section 5 reports our main empirical results and some

robustness checks. Section 6 examines the relation between business linkages and volatility

spillovers in different market conditions. Section 7 takes a portfolio approach and investigates

whether there are volatility spillovers between an industry and its representative supplier /

customer. Section 8 concludes.

2. Literature review

Research on volatility transmission has focused on countries, economic sectors or industries.

Hamao et al. (1990) use a two-stage approach to study stock returns and volatility spillovers

among three world major stock markets. They find evidence of asymmetric volatility

transmission effects in that the Tokyo market is affected by shocks from the New York and

London stock markets, but not vice versa. King and Wadhwani (1990) model contagion

between stock markets as the outcome of rational attempts by domestic and foreign investors

to exploit asymmetric information. Using hourly data for the US, UK and Japan stock markets,

they find evidence supporting their prediction of contagion between markets: volatility in one

market increases when one of the other markets reopens while it decreases when the other

markets are closed. Importantly, higher volatility in one market leads to increased contagion

coefficients among markets.2

Ewing (2002) employs monthly data for five main S&P indexes – capital goods,

financials, industrials, transportation and utilities – in a generalized forecast error variance

decomposition method to investigate volatility transmission across sectors. His results suggest

that shocks to one sector’s stock returns significantly account for the volatility of returns on

the indexes of other sectors. Hassan and Malik (2007) consider every possible combination of

three sectors among six US sectors: industrial, financial, consumer, energy, health and

technology. Their trivariate BEKK-GARCH results using Dow Jones daily returns confirm

significant volatility spillover among sectors.

2 Other studies have investigated spillover effects within specific areas such as Scandinavia (Booth et al., 1997),
Asia (Miyakoshi, 2003), and Europe (Kohonen, 2013). Koutmos and Booth (1995) examine the asymmetric
impact of good and bad news on volatility spillovers at country level.
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Modelling volatility spillovers for all possible sector combinations becomes unfeasible,

however, when more disaggregated industry level data are employed.3 A handful of papers

have focused on the volatility transmission among a group of related industries, such as energy

and financials, due to their high volatility and significant influences on other sectors of the

economy. For instance, Alli et al. (1994) investigate volatility spillovers between the oil and

oil-related industries in the US market while Ewing et al. (2002) use the bivariate BEKK-

GARCH to model volatility transmission between the oil and the natural gas indexes.

In a paper closely related to ours, Elyasiani et al. (2007) examine returns and volatility

linkages among three financial industries, namely, commercial banking, securities, and life

insurance. A system-GARCH model is estimated for each industry, in which the industry return

and volatility are, respectively, explained by the past return and volatility of the other two

industries. Their results confirm the interdependence of returns and volatility across financial

industries. Conducting the analysis separately for portfolios of large and small firms within

each industry suggests that the transmission effect is size-sensitive. While small firms show a

higher level of return interdependence, larger firms are found to have stronger volatility

spillover linkages.

The inter-industry volatility transmission studies mentioned above have considered

industries as related financial assets, ignoring the actual business linkages among them. A

strand of economics literature has investigated how idiosyncratic shocks to sectors transmit in

the production network, resulting in aggregate volatility. Horvath (1998) shows that if some

sectors are important suppliers, i.e., they supply to a large number of other sectors in the

economy, their idiosyncratic shocks contribute significantly to the aggregate shock to the

economy. Acemoglu et al. (2012) develop a theoretical model showing that, due to the

interconnection between sectors, idiosyncratic productivity shocks to one sector transmit

downstream to its direct customers and propagate to other indirect customers further down the

supply chain leading to aggregate volatility of the entire economy. They show that the

interconnection network between sectors, measured by the input-output linkages, determines

the rate at which aggregate volatility decays. Shea (2002) builds a theoretical model to illustrate

that fluctuation in the production of an industry is affected by shocks to all other industries in

the economy. Supply shocks propagate downstream and demand shocks transmit upstream,

contingent on the strength of the cost and demand linkages between industries, respectively.

3 Wang (2010) investigates the volatility transmission among 30 US industries using Granger-causality volatility
structure. Despite using more disaggregated industry level data, the study is mainly interested in identifying
leading-lagging industries without considering the underlying economic linkages between them.
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He finds empirical evidence of shock spillovers both upstream and downstream via the input-

output linkages.

In contrast to the works discussed above, we investigate the inter-industry volatility

spillovers of the stock returns taking into account the supplier-customer relationship between

industries. We allow each industry to act as both supplier and customer to the other industry in

the trading pair. Information on trade flows between industries is obtained from the Input-

Output (IO) accounts provided by the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Our study

investigates the link between volatility spillovers across industries and the strength of their

trading relationship.

The IO data has been used in the finance literature before in both corporate finance and

asset pricing studies. For instance, Ahern and Harford (2014) use the IO accounts provided by

the BEA to examine the impact of supply-chain relationships on US merger activities.4

Following Becker and Thomas (2011), they calculate the trade flows and the strength of the

linkages between all industries to create a network of suppliers and customers. They find

evidence that mergers spill over in wave-like patterns through the supplier-customer links.

Menzly and Ozbas (2010) utilize the supplier-customer relationship derived from the

IO accounts in an asset pricing context. For each industry, they construct portfolios of the

representative supplier (and customer) industry, taking into account the industry’s trade flows

with all supplier (customer) industries. They find evidence indicating that returns on an

industry portfolio can be explained by the lagged returns of its representative supplier and

customer industries. Aobdia et al. (2014) confirm the interdependence of returns between

related industries. They disregard, however, the direction of the linkage and only consider a

“source industry” and its “linked industry” (i.e., a portfolio of its trading partner industries)

instead of two separate portfolios of suppliers and customers. Ahern (2013) finds significant

relationships between an industry’s current returns, the recent lagged returns of its close trading

partners, and the old (12-month lagged) returns of the distant industries in the production

network. This indicates that return spillovers depend on the closeness of the industries, as

shown by the immediate impact on the closely-related industries and the delayed effect on the

distant-connected industries in the economy.

The discussion above shows that the various finance studies using the economic data

available in the IO tables limit themselves to return predictability and ignore volatility or higher

4 Among others, see also Maddigan (1981), Caves and Bradburd (1988), Matsusaka (1993).
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moment spillovers. In contrast, we utilize this information to examine how the inter-industry

returns volatility spillover is affected by the business linkages between industries.

3. Methodology and Model

3.1. A multivariate model for volatility spillover

The multivariate GARCH model has been extensively used in studies of risk and uncertainty

spillovers. We adopt a two-stage approach to investigate how the supplier-customer

relationship between industries affects inter-industry volatility spillovers. In the first stage, we

estimate a multivariate GARCH model for every pair of industries. Specifically, the excess

stock return of an industry is modelled as a function of both its own and its trading partner’s

lagged excess return. Similar to Elyasiani et al. (2007), an industry’s excess stock return is also

influenced by the excess market return, the change in the short-term interest rate, and the

percentage change in the foreign exchange rate index. The volatility of the excess return of an

industry is also specified as a function of its own and its partner’s lagged volatility as well as

the external volatility. Following Campbell and Hamao (1992), we set the timing of the excess

market return to coincide with the timing of the industry’s excess return, while the other

exogenous variables are lagged by one period.5 For each industry pair, our multivariate

GARCH(p, q) is specified as follows:

t,i1t,j121t,i111t1RF1t1FXMt1M10t,i RRRFaFXaRaR   
(1)

2
1t,j121t,jj12

q

1l

2
lt,il11

p

1k
kt,iik1110t,ii hhh 





    (2)

t,j1t,i211t,j221t2RF1t2FXMt2M20t,j RRRFaFXaRaR   
(3)

2
1t,i211t,ii21

q

1l

2
lt,jl22

p

1k
kt,jjk2220t,jj hhh 





    (4)

 t,ii1tt,i h,0N~ ;  t,jj1tt,j h,0N~ (5)

ji,hhh t,jjt,iiijt,ij   (6)

5 In Campbell and Hamao (1992), the excess return of an asset is determined by the realization of price determining
factors in the current period and the expected excess return of the asset in the previous period. Accordingly, the
concurrent market return represents the factor realization, while the other exogenous variables are predictive
variables and determine the expected excess returns.
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where R stands for the industry excess returns, ݅and ݆index industries (i, j =1, 2,…, 65; i≠ j),

and denotesݐ the time period. ܴெ , ,ܺܨ and ܨܴ∆ are the excess market return, the percentage

change in the foreign exchange rate index, and the change in the short-term interest rate,

respectively; ,ߝ ߝ are the error terms. The mean equations, Eqs. (1) and (3), describe the return

spillovers between industries i and j. Eqs. (2) and (4) are the volatility spillover equations,

where ℎand ℎ represent conditional volatility, and ℎ is the covariance of andߝ .ߝ Note

that Eq. (6) allows for time-varying conditional volatility but restricts the correlation between

the two industries to be time invariant.

Eq. (5) assumes that shocks at time ݐ are normally distributed conditional on the

information realized at time −ݐ 1. Specifically, at time ,ݐ the bivariate residual vector ௧ࢿ =

൫ߝ,௧,ߝ,௧൯follows ܰ(0,۶୲) where

۶୲= 
ℎ,௧ ℎ,௧

ℎ,௧ ℎ,௧
൨.

We use the maximum likelihood method to estimate the system of mean and volatility

equations simultaneously. The parameter estimates are obtained by maximizing the following

log likelihood function:

LL= ∑ ቀ−
ଵ

ଶ
[2 ln(2ߨ) + ln|۶୲| + ࢚ࢿ

ᇱ۶࢚
ି࢚ࢿ]ቁ

்
௧ୀଵ , (7)

where ܶ is the number of trading days in our sample and the elements of ୲ࢿ and ۶୲ are

determined by Eqs. (1) to (6).

To ensure that the estimates of variance are non-negative and that the volatility process

is stationarity (i.e., the existence of constant long term volatility), we restrict ,ଵߚ� ,ଵଵߚ�,ଶߚ

,ଶଶߚ ,ଵଵߛ ,ଶଶߛ ,ଵଶߚ ,ଶଵߚ and ,ଵଶߛ ଶଵߛ to be positive for all ,݇ and ;݈ ∑ ∑ ଵଵߚ) + ଵଵߛ

ୀଵ


ୀଵ ) <

1, ∑ ∑ ଶߚ) + ଶߛ

ୀଵ


ୀଵ ) < 1; and −1 < ߩ < 1.

Our model is similar to Elyasiani et al. (2007) but differs in two respects. Firstly, we

include the autoregressive terms in the mean equations, Eqs. (1) and (3), to account for the

well-documented smoothing behavior of returns. Secondly, we include both the ARCH and

GARCH spillover effects in Eqs. (2) and (4) to allow for a decomposition of volatility

spillovers into a permanent component (the GARCH spillover), and a transitory component

due to temporary shocks (the ARCH spillover).

3.2. Cross-sectional analysis of the impact of business linkages on volatility spillover

We are ultimately interested to find how the strength of the business linkages affects inter-

industry volatility spillovers. Therefore, once we have estimated the volatility spillover
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coefficients for all the industry pairs we link them with measures of the strength of their

business relationship. As an illustration, the first-stage GARCH spillover coefficientߚ��ଶଵ

shows the extent to which the lagged return volatility of industry i affects the current volatility

of its trading partner industry j, while the ARCH spillover coefficient ଶଵߛ shows how the lagged

shocks (residual terms) of industry i’s returns affect the current volatility of industry j. In the

second stage, we regress each of these coefficients on a set of variables measuring the strength

of the business linkages between the two industries. Formally, we estimate the following cross-

sectional regressions:

ijjPartiInd

jiPartSijPartCijIndSjiIndCij

uxx

SUPPCUSTSUPPCUSTSpilloverGARCH



 



0

(8)

ijjPartiInd

jiPartSijPartCijIndSjiIndCij

vxx

SUPPCUSTSUPPCUSTSpilloverARCH



 



0
(9)

where ݈݅ݏ�ܪܥܴܣܩ ݒ݈݁ ݎ and ݈݅ݏ�ܪܥܴܣ ݒ݈݁ ݎ are the ଶଵߚ and ଶଵߛ coefficients estimated

in the first stage. The parameters measure the GARCH and the ARCH spillover effects from

industry i to industry j, respectively. ܷܶܵܥ , ܷܵ ܲ ܲ�, ܷܶܵܥ , and�ܷܵܲ ܲ are the trading

relationship variables. Specifically, ܷܵ ܲ ܲ�shows the supplier role of industry i to its partner

industry j, while ܷܶܵܥ  shows the customer role of the partner industry j for industry i. �ܷܵܲ ܲ

and ܷܶܵܥ are defined similarly. The construction of these variables will be explained in the

data section below. The coefficients associated with these variables show how the strength of

the trading relationship (the industry’s customer and supplier roles relative to its partner, and

vice versa) influences the spillover effects between the industries. Finally,  ', iii CRSizex  and

  ', jjj CRSizex  control for industry characteristics such as the number of firms in the industry

(Size) and the industry concentration ratio (CR).

4. Data and summary statistics

4.1. Industry returns and macroeconomic variables

The daily stock return data used in the first-stage estimations are obtained from the CRSP

database. Stocks in the CRSP database are matched to those in the IO Benchmark Survey by

their NAICS codes. We use daily return data for all the stocks in four major stock markets in

the US, including NYSE, Nasdaq, Amex and Arca. Daily industry returns are computed as the

sum of value-weighted returns of all the stocks in the sector where the beginning-of-the-day
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market capitalization of each stock is used as the weight. We use the yield on the 3-month US

Treasury bills as a proxy for the risk-free rate. The excess industry return is calculated as the

difference between the industry return and the risk-free rate. In the same way, excess market

returns are computed as the difference between market returns, which are proxied by returns

on the CRSP value weighted index, and the risk-free rate. Our sample spans a period of 9 years

beginning from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2013.6

Data on the 3-month T-bill interest rates and the trade weighted USD indexes against

a broad group of major US trading partners are obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of St.

Louis (FRED) database. According to the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test results, the

stock return series in our model are found to be stationary but the interest rate and the foreign

exchange index series follow an I(1) process. Consequently, we use the change in the interest

rate and the percentage change in the foreign exchange index, which are stationary.

4.2. Input-Output accounts

We measure the extent to which industries are linked using information from the Input-Output

(IO) accounts provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). These accounts document

the value of commodities (goods and services) produced and transacted among industries.

Details on the amount of flows between US industries are recorded at three levels of

aggregation: the sector level (15 sectors), the summary industry level (71 industries), and the

detailed industry level (389 industries). The IO tables are updated roughly every five years with

each update coinciding with the Economic Census. For non-benchmark years between updates,

BEA provides estimated tables. The 2007 and 2012 tables fall within the 2005-2013 sample

period of our stock return data. We choose to construct our industry relationship variables based

on the mid-period 2007 IO account. In Section 6.2, however, we show that using the 2012

benchmark table, the estimated tables for each year, or the average values for the sample period

leaves our second-stage results unaltered.

The IO accounts consist of two main tables: the Make and the Use table (for snapshots

of these tables see Appendix 1). The Make table gives the value of each commodity produced

by industries. It is worth noting that the same commodity may be produced in more than one

industry. Moreover, while an industry predominantly produces one commodity, it may also

produce other commodities. The Make table reports the value of commodities produced by

each industry. Each row in the Make table shows the industry while commodities are presented

6 CRSP does not provide NAICS codes before 2005.
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across different columns. Thus, the sum of all entries in a row gives the total output in that

industry, which we denote by ܱܷܷܶܲ ܶ. Adding all the entries in a column gives the total

output of a commodity produced by all the industries. The Use table reports the value of each

commodity purchased as input by each industry (or consumed by final users). Each commodity

is recorded in a row, while the columns report the value of the commodity used as input by

different industries (or consumed by final users). Therefore, summing all entries in a row gives

total commodity output, while adding up all commodity entries in a column gives the total

input value in an industry, denoted by ܫܰ ܷܲ ܶ. Total industry output, presented in the last row

of the Use table, is the total industry input value plus the total value added. Using the raw data

provided by both tables, we calculate the industry linkage variables capturing the strength of

the relationship between pairs of industries.

We follow the methodology proposed by Ahern and Harford (2014) and Becker and

Thomas (2011) to construct the CUST and SUPP matrices showing the roles of the industries

as customers and suppliers with respect to each other. First, we construct the subordinate

SHARE matrix, which shows each industry’s share in the total supply of each commodity in

the economy. The elements in the SHARE matrix are calculated using information from the

Make table. Specifically, the element in row ,݅ column ,ܿ denoted ,ܧܴܣܪܵ is calculated as:

c

ic
ic SupplyTotal

Make
SHARE  (10)

where ݅and ܿindex industry and commodity, respectively. ݁݇ܽܯ  is the value of commodity

c produced by industry i (element in row ,݅ column ܿof the Make table). ݐܽܶ ݑ݈ܵ� ݕ݈ is the

total supply of commodity ,ܿ which includes the total output of commodity ܿproduced by all

the industries (the sum of all entries in the commodity ܿcolumn in the Make table) plus other

components such as imports or changes in inventories.

Next, we calculate the REVSHARE matrix, which shows the value of all commodities

which customer industries purchase from their supplier industries. Thus, the element in row ,݅

column ݆of this matrix, ܸܧܴ ,ܧܴܣܪܵ gives the total value of all commodities industry ݆

purchases from industry .݅ Formally, it is given by:

 



C

1c
cjicij UseSHAREREVSHARE (11)
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where ܧܴܣܪܵ is the percentage of commodity c produced by industry i (element in row ,݅

column ܿof the SHARE matrix) and ݏܷ݁  (row ,ܿ column ݆element in the Use table) shows

the value of commodity ܿused in the production of industry .݆7

Finally, we construct the CUST and SUPP matrices. CUST records the percentages of

an industry’s sales which are purchased by each of its customers while SUPP records the

percentages of input which an industry purchases from each of its suppliers. As an example,

consider the pair of industries i and j. The elements in row ,݅ column ݆in the CUST matrix,

denoted by ܷܶܵܥ , and in the SUPP matrix, denoted by ܷܵ ܲ ܲ, are defined as follows:

i

ij
ij

OUTPUT

REVSHARE
CUST  (12)

j

ij

ij
INPUT

REVSHARE
SUPP  (13)

ܷܶܵܥ , the proportion of industry ′݅s revenue generated by industry�݆, is the total value of all

commodities which industry j purchases from industry i . It is calculated by dividing

ܸܧܴ ܧܴܣܪܵ by the total output value of industry i (ܱܷܷܶܲ ܶ in the Make table). ܷܵ ܲ ܲ,

the proportion of the total industry ݆input purchased from industry ,݅ is defined as the total

value of all commodities industry j purchases from industry ,݅ and is calculated by dividing

ܸܧܴ ܧܴܣܪܵ by the total input value of industry ݆ ܫܰ) ܷܲ ܶ).8 Therefore, for the pair of

industries ݅and ,݆ we obtain a total of four relationship variables, namely ܷܶܵܥ , ܷܵ ܲ ܲ,

ܷܶܵܥ , and ܷܵ ܲ ܲ, which show the customer role of ݆to ,݅ the supplier role of ݅to ,݆ the

customer role of t݅o ,݆ and the supplier role of t݆o ,݅ respectively. These variables will be used

in the second-stage cross-sectional regressions to examine how the strength of the trading

relationship influences the spillover effects between industries.

4.3. Industry characteristics

To account for the impact of industry-specific characteristics on the volatility spillover between

industries, we include industry size and concentration ratios in our second-stage regression. A

similar approach has been employed by Ahern (2013) who controls for industry size and

7 The calculations rely on the assumption that market shares are constant for every use of commodity. In other
words, if industry i accounts for 80% of the total supply of commodity c (i.e., SHAREic = 0.8), then industry j
purchases 80% of its commodity c input from industry i.
8 Although there is no Labor industry in the Make table, an artificial Labor industry is created in the Use table as
an input for production (namely employee compensation), to insure that input values are accurately calculated.
This industry is not used in our final sample. Ahern and Harford (2014) use a similar approach.
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concentration ratio in modelling stock returns and Kelly et al. (2013) who show that the

concentration of the customer portfolio of firms can affect the firms’ volatility. Industry size is

measured as the number of firms in an industry. The information is obtained from the US

Census Bureau’s Statistics of US Businesses (SUSB) on a yearly basis. Industry concentration

is measured as the percentage of the total industry revenue accounted for by the eight largest

firms. The concentration ratios are reported in the Economic Census and issued by the US

Census Bureau every five years (years ending in 2 and 7) which coincide with the years in

which the IO benchmark data are published.

4.4. Summary statistics

We build our industry-level sample starting from the summary IO tables of 71 industries and

73 commodities. We drop five industries in the Government sector without NAICS codes and

combine 2 industries with the same NAICS code. Our final sample includes 65 industries, for

which we can construct 2,080 possible trading pairs. This means that in our first-stage approach

we estimate 2,080 multivariate GARCH models, one for each industry pair.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of our data. Panel 1 reports summary statistics for

the daily industry returns and the macroeconomic variables over the 2005-2013 sample period.

The market excess returns, the change in the FX index, and the change in the risk free rate are

negatively skewed. While the returns of most industries are negatively skewed, the returns of

some industries such as social assistance and pipeline transportation display considerably large

skewness during the sample period (industry return statistics available upon request).

Panel 2 of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the industry-level controls used in

the second stage regressions. Information on industry size is available only for 63 industries in

our sample. The number of firms in an industry ranges from as low as 200 firms in the smallest

industry to nearly 800,000 firms in the largest industry. Concentration ratio data is available

for 56 industries. There is a wide variation in industry concentration as the eight largest firms

account for 85 percent of the market in the most concentrated industry and 4 percent of the

market in the most competitive industry.

Table 2 gives the statistics of the CUST and SUPP variables calculated from the IO

tables for each year over the period 2005-2013. We report the mean, median as well as the

bottom and the top 5th percentiles of the distribution of the values. Proportions (frequency

percentages) of different CUST and SUPP value ranges are also reported. The numbers in this

table show that the majority of the industry pairs have a weak trading relationship. Consistently

across the sample period, over 80 percent of the linkage variables are below 1 percent. The
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fraction of weak linkages as measured by CUST is slightly larger than that for SUPP (87%

relative to 81%). This implies that industries tend to have slightly more diversified customers

than suppliers.

Using the data in the CUST matrix, each industry is assigned the role of either a main

or a small customer of its trading partner. Similarly, based on data in the SUPP matrix, each

industry is classed as either a main or a small supplier of the other industry in a trading pair.

There are a total of 10 possible combinations that characterize the importance of the supplier

and customer roles in an industry pair. As discussed above, over 80% of the values of the

relationship measures are less than 1%. Consistent with Ahern and Harford (2014), we choose

the 1% level as the smallest cut-off to classify an industry as a main or a small trading partner.

Table 3 gives a snapshot of the structure of the linkage between industries at different

cut-off levels. The columns labelled 1 to 10 report the numbers of industry pairs in each

combination group for each of the corresponding thresholds. According to the values in the

column corresponding to the 1% threshold, we can see that the majority of the industry pairs

have weak business linkages, i.e., 1,328 pairs have values for both CUST and SUPP smaller

than 1%. This is in line with our expectation: when industries are finely classified, each industry

is likely to have only a few main suppliers and customers while its trade flows with most

industries are relatively low. The remaining 752 industry pairs are closely linked, i.e., at least

one of the industries is a main customer or a main supplier.

Panel 2 provides more details for the closely-linked industry pairs. 589 pairs have a

one-direction relationship in that one industry is a main supplier or a main customer. A total of

644 pairs have one main supplier while 457 pairs have one main customer. In fewer cases, an

industry could serve as both major customer and supplier (162 pairs), both industries are major

customers (45 pairs), or both industries are major suppliers (81 pairs). The other columns in

Table 3 report the number of pairs for each combination of linkages at the different thresholds.

Obviously, for a given classification of supplier and customer relationship, the number of close

linkages decreases as the threshold increases.

5. Empirical results

5.1. Volatility spillovers between supplier-customer industries

A series of preliminary checks are conducted before we start the volatility spillover analysis.

Firstly, we employ Engle (1982)’s Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test to confirm the existence of

conditional heteroscedasticity in the return series. The minimum value of the LM test statistics

including one lag for all return series is 7.6, which is larger than the 1% critical value of 6.6.
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The test results indicate that the null hypothesis of constant conditional variance can be

comfortably rejected at the 1% significance level and that an ARCH-type model is appropriate

for our analysis.

Next, we fit the following four GARCH specifications to the daily data for the 2,080

industry pairs: GARCH(1,1), GARCH(2,1), GARCH(1,2), and GARCH(2,2). We use the

Akaike information criterion (AIC) to identify the best-fitting specification for each industry

pair. We can report that GARCH(2,1) is found to be the best-fitting model for 1,105 industry

pairs, while the numbers of best-fitting GARCH(1,1), GARCH(1,2), and GARCH(2,2) are 415,

101, and 459, respectively. We apply the Ljung-Box (1978) test to ensure that the residuals are

white noise. The results suggest that the residuals and their squared terms are independently

distributed in about 73% and 90% of the cases, respectively.9

Note that the GARCH and ARCH coefficients for industry pair ij are equal in value to

those obtained for industry pair ji but in the reverse order.10 Purely for the purpose of presenting

the first stage estimates, we choose to report the set in which i is the industry with the higher

REVSHARE selling to the other industry in the industry pair ij. By doing this, industry i is more

likely to be the upstream industry in the pair, but this is not always the case. For the rest of the

paper, the role of the industry as a supplier or a customer of its partner industry is determined

as specified in the methodology section.

Table 4 reports the summary statistics of the estimates obtained from the multivariate

volatility spillover models for each of the 2,080 industry pairs. The return spillover coefficients

( 12 , 21 ) are statistically significant in around 25% of the cases in each direction. Volatility

spillovers are statistically significant for more industry pairs: there is evidence of GARCH

spillover ( 12 ) for 449 (or 21.5%) industry pairs and twice as many significant cases (891 or

42.8%) of ARCH spillover ( 21 ). Overall, we observe significant volatility spillover, either

GARCH, ARCH or both, for 83% of the industry pairs. This suggests strong volatility linkages

between the US industries, which is consistent with Wang (2010).

9 The results of the multivariate Li and McLeod (1981) test also confirm that the estimated standardized residual
terms are white noise. We fail to reject the null hypothesis that the residuals (squared residuals) are white noise
in approximately 63% (86%) of the cases.
10 For example, consider industry 1 (Farms) and industry 6 (Utilities) in the Input-Output tables. Changing the
order of industries in the pair leads to two sets of first stage regression parameters: set16 and set61, where set16 is
obtained when Farms is industry i and Utilities is industry j, and vice versa. Obviously, the coefficients showing
GARCH and ARCH spillover from Farms to Utilities are identical in both sets, i.e.,

21 and
21 in set16 equal 12

and
12 in set61, respectively.
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Close inspection of the industry pairs reveals that the volatility spillover coefficients

( 12 , 21 , 12 , and 21 ) take the highest values for the following pairs: (i) Wholesale trade and

Warehousing and storage; (ii) Miscellaneous manufacturing and Social assistance; (iii)

Wholesale trade and Legal service; and (iv) Wholesale trade and Social assistance,

respectively. Thus it seems that the volatility of the Wholesale trade industry is strongly linked

to that of a number of other industries in the economy. Considering the nature of the Wholesale

trade industry this result is not unexpected.

Most of the coefficients associated with the industry and its partner’s lagged GARCH

and ARCH terms are statistically significant. ARCH at lag 1 is significant for 97% of industry

pairs, while GARCH at lag 1 is significant for 64% of the pairs. GARCH and ARCH terms at

lag 2 are also significant in 74% and 63% of the best-fitting models, respectively. This justifies

the use of a GARCH type model in our study.

Turning to the impact of controls on industry returns, we find that the market return has

a marked influence on all industry returns, with the coefficient value ranging from 0.558 to

1.646. The interest rate is found to affect a larger number of industries (34% of the cases)

compared to the foreign exchange rate index (13% of the cases). This is not surprising since

interest rates commonly affect all the industries in the economy while foreign exchange rates

tend to impact mainly the industries which extensively engage in international trade.

5.2. The impact of business linkage on inter-industry volatility spillover

The results of the multivariate volatility models discussed in the previous section imply

significant volatility and shock spillovers between US industries. We now investigate how the

inter-industry spillovers are influenced by the business linkages between industries. To this

end, our second-stage cross sectional models link the volatility spillover coefficient estimates

with the business relationship variables (and other industry characteristics). For each industry

pair ij we obtain two spillover coefficients - from i to j and from j to i - for each spillover type

(GARCH and ARCH). Consequently, from the 2,080 industry pairs we obtain 4,160 cross-

section observations11. The standard errors are bootstrapped to account for the fact that the

dependent variables are estimates obtained from the first stage.

Table 5 reports the second-stage cross-sectional estimates. We observe that when an

industry is relatively more important to its partner, its volatility affects its partner’s more

11 The number of observations reduces to 3,906 and 3,080, respectively, when we control for industry size (data
available for 63 industries only) and concentration ratio (available for 56 industries).
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strongly while it is less affected by the volatility of its partner. The signs of all the coefficients

on the business linkage variables are consistent with this pattern. Specifically, the GARCH and

ARCH spillovers from an industry to its partner are positively related to its customer and

supplier roles with respect to its trading partner. As an industry i gains a more important role

among all customers (CUSTji) and all suppliers (SUPPij) of its trading partner j, there are

stronger volatility spillovers from industry i to its partner industry j. At the same time, the larger

the trading partner’s role among all customers (CUSTij) and all suppliers (SUPPij) of industry

i, the less likely it is that industry i’s volatility is transmitted to its partner’s. This pattern

strongly suggests that volatility spillovers are related to the strength of the trading relationship

between two industries.

Based on the significance level of these coefficients, we can further infer that the inter-

industry linkages tend to influence more the ARCH than the GARCH spillovers. The business

linkages seem to significantly affect GARCH spillovers only in the defensive direction, i.e.

when the importance of an industry to its partner increases (as the values of its CUSTij and

SUPPji with respect to its partner increase), the industry is less affected by its partner. Since

the GARCH terms measure persistent components in volatility, while the ARCH terms

represent components of volatility that are due to short-term shocks, our results suggest that,

compared to pure volatility spillovers, shocks are more easily transmitted between industries

and are also more affected by the strength of the industry linkages. These findings are not

unexpected since external shocks, by their very nature, are harder to predict and prevent.

Industries are therefore likely to be more vulnerable to them.

Other industry characteristics, such as size and concentration, are also found to have an

impact on the inter-industry volatility spillover. The negative and statistically significant

coefficients associated with the number of firms operating in the trading partner industry

indicate that a larger partner industry is less affected by the volatility spillover from the

examined industry. This is not surprising since an industry with a large number of firms tends

to have more trading partners (at both firm and industry level). Diversifying trading partners

help the industry better protect itself from volatility transmitted from its partner. Similarly, a

more concentrated industry, in which a few companies dominate the product market, tends to

be less sensitive to the volatility spillover from its trading partner. This is evidenced by the

negative coefficient associated with the concentration ratio in the trading partner industry.

Importantly, controlling for industry size and concentration further strengthen our results

regarding the importance of business linkages on inter-industry volatility spillovers.
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5.3. Robustness checks

This section reports several robustness checks of our results. Sub-section 5.3.1 tests sensitivity

of our second-stage cross-sectional results. Here, we calculate the trading relationship variables

using information from (i) an alternative benchmark IO table (year 2012), (ii) the estimated IO

tables of each year, and (iii) the average trading relationship values within our sample period

(2005-2013).

We then repeat the two-stage analysis on restricted samples. Sub-section 5.3.2 focuses

on industry pairs with substantial trade relationships. Sub-section 5.3.3 considers only pairs of

non-financial industries. As will be discussed below, all of the sensitivity analyses confirm the

link between the strength of the business relationship and cross-industry volatility spillovers.

5.3.1 Industry linkage variables calculated from different IO matrices

In the second stage cross-sectional regressions presented above, our business linkage variables

are calculated using the 2007 IO benchmark matrices. Although the structure of the inter-

industry trading in a developed market like the US is expected to stay relatively stable over

time, we test this conjecture by constructing the industry linkage variables for every year within

our sample. The results of the second-stage cross-sectional regressions using the information

from the IO matrices for every year from 2005 to 2013 as well as the average values of these

variables for the period 2005-2013 are reported in Appendix 2.12 These results are similar to

those using the 2007 benchmark, confirming both the stable structure of the US economy and

our earlier findings regarding the impact of business linkages on volatility spillovers.

5.3.2 Industry pairs with substantial trade flows

Close inspection of our dataset shows that there are a number of industries which trade

relatively little with each other. To account for very low trade flows between some industries,

we sample only pairs of closely related industries. We classify an industry pair as having a

strong trading relationship if the value of any of the four trading relationship variables (CUSTij,

SUPPij, CUSTji, SUPPji) is larger than or equal to 1 percent. As shown in Table 3, our new

sample contains 752 industry pairs. We repeat our two-stage volatility spillover analysis on the

new sample and report the second stage results in Table 6. These estimates are similar to our

main results reported in the previous section and confirm the robustness of our findings.

12 Industry size data is available every year. However, the eight-firm industry concentration ratios from the
Economic Census are published by the US Census Bureau in the same years as the IO benchmark data are
published, namely 2007 and 2012.
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5.3.3 Exclusion of financial industries

Industries in the financial sector are likely to have stronger volatility spillover effects on the

other industries in the economy. Here, we check whether our results are due to the six industries

in the financial sector, namely Federal Reserve Bank, credit intermediation and related

activities; Securities, commodity contracts and investments; Insurance carriers and related

activities; Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles; Real estate; and Rental and leasing

services and lessors of intangible assets. We drop these six industries from the industry pool

and conduct our two-stage analysis on the sample of non-financial industries. The results

reported in Table 7 confirm the importance of the business linkages on volatility spillovers

between non-financial industries.

6. Inter-industry volatility spillover in different market conditions

The sample period employed in all the analyses performed thus far includes the 2007-2008

Financial Crisis and the strong bull market observed during 2009-2013.13 In this section, we

conduct the two-stage analysis on separate sub-samples corresponding to the three different

market conditions. In other words, we estimate the first-stage multivariate GARCH using daily

data for the pre-crisis period of 2005 - 2006, the crisis period of 2007-2008, and the bull market

period of 2009-2013, respectively.

The second-stage cross-sectional results of these investigations are reported in Tables

8 to 10. Relative to the results for the whole sample period presented in Table 5, all coefficients

preserve their signs and most parameters maintain statistical significance across samples

confirming the impact of business linkages on volatility spillovers. Importantly, however,

Tables 8 to 10 reveal that the strength of the business linkages played a more important role

for spillovers across industries during the financial crisis period. In terms of GARCH

spillovers, important suppliers (SUPPij) are likely to transmit their volatility to their customers

during the 2007-2008 period (Table 10). At the same time, the ability of an industry to protect

itself from volatility spillovers from its partners depends on its supplier and customer role to

its partners. An industry’s volatility is less likely to be transmitted to its important customers

(CUSTij) and even more so to its main suppliers (SUPPji). Overall, these results suggest a

13 In a separate exercise, we add a dummy variable for the period 2007-2008 in the first-stage Eqs. (1) and (3) to
control for the impact of the financial crisis in our analysis using the whole sample period. We then proceed with
the second-stage cross-sectional estimations as before. The results (available upon request) are qualitatively
similar to our earlier findings.
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stronger impact of business linkages on the downward transmission of GARCH spillovers

during the financial crisis.

Business linkages tend to become highly relevant for shock (ARCH) spillovers in bad

market conditions. Comparing the coefficient values in columns 5-8 across Table 8 – 10, the

impact of business linkages on shock spillover increases during the crisis period and

subsequently declines after the crisis. This suggests that business linkages influence shock

spillovers stronger when shocks are more prevalent. This would be expected since industries

with higher trade flows are likely to have more influence over their partners, and at the same

time, they can better protect themselves from their partners’ volatility during bad times.

The weaker impact of business linkages on volatility spillover in the post-crisis sample

might be due to the more stringent risk management framework employed by the US firms in

the aftermath of the financial crisis. Businesses and industries which were affected by the sharp

downturn during the crisis period may have implemented strategic measures to isolate

themselves from the effect of external shocks spilled over from their trading partners.

7. Volatility spillovers between industries and their representative trading partners

Our analysis so far has revealed the link between inter-industry volatility spillovers and the

strength of their trading relationship between industries. We investigate now whether spillovers

exist at the portfolio level as well. Following Menzly and Ozbas (2010), we construct two

separate portfolios for each industry to mark its representative supplier and representative

customer industry. Specifically, the industry i’s representative supplier is a portfolio which

consists of all the industries selling goods to industry i. Each supplier industry receives a weight

in the portfolio based on its share in total industry i's inputs. The weights are calculated from

the elements in the column corresponding to industry i in the SUPP matrix, using the 2007 IO

benchmark.14 The representative customer is constructed in a similar way using elements in the

CUST table.

For each industry, two separate multivariate volatility spillover models are estimated

— one with its representative supplier and one with its representative customer.15 Similar to

our analysis at the industry level, for each multivariate volatility model, we use the Akaike

14 Although firms supply some amount of goods to other firms within the same industry, we exclude an industry
from the list of its suppliers when we calculate its representative supplier industry.
15 As we focus on the spillovers caused by direct business linkages, we do not consider indirect spillovers between
an industry’s representative supplier and its representative customer. Even if such indirect spillovers might exist,
there is no economic rationale for further investigation; these linkages are spurious since the representative
supplier and customer industries are constructed from the same pool of industries with different weighting
schemes.
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information criterion (AIC) to choose the best-fitting GARCH model among the following

specifications: GARCH(1,1), GARCH(1,2), GARCH(2,1), and GARCH(2,2).

Table 11 presents the results for the portfolio analysis for the 65 industries in our

sample. Panel 1 reports descriptive statistics for the estimates of volatility spillover between an

industry and its representative supplier, while Panel 2 shows the statistics regarding the

representative customer. Panel 3 groups this data to focus on the direction of the spillovers. We

observe significant volatility spillovers between industries and their representative trading

partners. Most industries (54 out of 65) are affected by their representative suppliers and/or

customers and nearly two thirds of the industries (40 out of 65) influence their representative

suppliers or customers. The lower part of Panel 3 distinguishes downstream and upstream

spillovers. While volatility appears to transmit downstream (supplier - industry and industry –

customer) equally as likely as upstream (industry - supplier and customer - industry), shock

spillovers are more likely to occur downward rather than upward along the supply chain

according to the respective numbers of significant ARCH coefficients.

Panel 4 provides details for all possible combinations of volatility spillovers between

an industry (I), its representative supplier (S) and customer (C). The number of significant

estimates of volatility spillovers, regardless of whether they are from lagged volatility or lagged

shocks, is reported for each of the 15 possible combinations. Arrows (→ or ←) indicate the 

direction of the spillover, where “↔” means volatility spillover both ways, and “…” indicates 

no spillovers. For example, the first row (S … I → C) indicates volatility spillovers only from 

industry I to its representative customer C. There is evidence of significant spillovers from / to

their representative trading partners for 61 out of 65 industries. Only 4 industries - namely

Construction, Food services and drinking places, Miscellaneous professional, scientific, and

technical services, and Legal services - display no volatility spillovers from / to their

representative suppliers and customers. These industries trade mostly with personal consumers

rather than with other industries. While the first three industries are among the industries with

the largest share of output accounted by personal consumption, Legal services is one of the top

labor-intensive industries.

We want now to further scrutinize the determinants of the volatility spillovers from the

industry’s representative trading partners shown in Panel 3. We define the binary variable

SuppInd equal to 1 when we observe significant volatility spillovers from the representative

supplier to the industry, 0 otherwise. CustInd is defined similarly regarding spillovers from the

representative customer to the industry. As in the industry pairwise analysis, we look at the

relation between spillovers to the industry and the strength of the trading relationship at
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portfolio level. To this end, we calculate the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) of the two

portfolios as the sum of the squared weights used in constructing the portfolios. Specifically,

the HHI of the supplier portfolio is the sum of each industry’s squared share in total industry

i's inputs. The concentration index of the customer portfolio is calculated similarly using

elements in the CUST table.

We estimate simple probit models and report the marginal effects in Table 12. These

estimates show that volatility spillovers from the representative supplier are negatively related

with the suppliers’ degree of concentration. This means that an industry is likely to be affected

by the volatility of its suppliers the more diversified its supplier portfolio is. At first glance,

this finding might seem to come at odds with our previous results that smaller suppliers are less

likely to transmit their volatility over to their partner industries. At the supplier portfolio level

we need to account for each supplier’s contribution to an industry’s total inputs as well as for

the possible correlation between shocks affecting individual suppliers. It may be possible, for

instance, that we find no evidence of volatility spillovers from individual suppliers to an

industry in the pairwise analysis, but we find spillovers from the supplier portfolio if the shocks

to individual suppliers are positively correlated. Calculating, therefore, the volatility of the

supplier portfolio considers both shocks to individual suppliers and the correlation among these

shocks. Our results are thus consistent with positively correlated shocks to individual suppliers

in the portfolio.

The estimates in column 3 reveal a weak positive relationship between spillovers from

the representative customer and the concentration of the customer portfolio. Volatility seems

to be transmitted upward the production chain the more concentrated the customer portfolio.

Finally, similar to our previous results for pairs of industries, the estimates in columns 2 and 4

stress that industry size and concentration ratio matter. Smaller industries (in terms of number

of firms) are more likely to suffer from shocks transmitted from their suppliers and customers.

A higher industry concentration ratio, however, helps reduce volatility transmission from the

supplier portfolio (column 2).

Overall, the results at the portfolio level are in line with those considering industry pairs

and highlight the importance of the strength of the business relationship in the transmission of

volatility across industries.

8. Conclusions

This paper investigates whether the strength of the customer - supplier relationship can explain

the characteristics of volatility spillovers among the US industries. Our approach consists of
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two stages. In the first stage, we employ a multivariate GARCH model to quantify the degree

of spillover between industry pairs in the US. The results from the first stage suggest that cross-

industry volatility spillovers are indeed prevalent: 83% of the industry pairs under investigation

are found to exhibit either GARCH or ARCH volatility spillovers.

In the second stage, we examine if the estimated degree of spillover can be explained

by the strength of the customer-supplier relationship. We measure the strength of the business

linkages using information from the IO accounts. Our expectation is that industries with high

shares of revenues or inputs relative to their trading partners exhibit greater degrees of volatility

spillover toward their partners. Our findings confirm this. The extent to which volatility tends

to spread from an industry to its trading partner depends on its relative importance in the

customer-supplier relationship between the trading industry pair. Interestingly, an industry

which plays a more essential role in the partnership is better protected from volatility spillovers

originating from its trading partner.

We subject our results to a variety of sensitivity checks. Firstly, we examine if our

results are robust to calculating the measure of strength of the customer-supplier relationship

using information from the IO accounts from different years. We then conduct our two-stage

analysis on several restricted samples: (i) we exclude industry pairs with low trade flows; (ii)

eliminate industries in the financial sectors; (iii) conduct our analysis on samples separated by

the financial crisis. Our results remain virtually unaltered: we observe substantial spillovers

between industries and the strength of the customer-supplier relationship appears to be a good

predictor of the degree of spillover. Moreover, the strength of the business linkages seems to

matter more during bad market conditions.

We investigate also whether we observe volatility spillovers at the portfolio level

following an approach adopted by Menzly and Ozbas (2010). Using the IO data for each US

industry, we construct the portfolio of suppliers / customers and their degree of concentration.

Our results suggest significant volatility spillovers for 61 out of 65 industries and confirm the

link between the strength of the business relationship and volatility spillovers at portfolio level.

Our findings of volatility interdependence between industries in a trading relationship

are useful for investors whose portfolios concentrate on some specific industries or sectors. By

observing the volatility of the closely related industries, investors are able to better predict the

volatility of their positions, which is essential to achieve an enhanced risk-return profile.

Understanding the volatility transmission between industries is also important for policy

makers, since the awareness about how a policy change in a specific sector could cause business

uncertainty in related sectors would be essential.
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A natural extension of our study would be the investigation of tail-dependent spillovers

between related industries by exploiting the information on higher moments such as skewness

or kurtosis spillover. Another research direction would be the examination of volatility

spillovers between related firms and the possible impact of their actual business relationship.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of the industry returns, macroeconomic variables and industry characteristics

This table provides summary statistics. Panel 1 reports the descriptive statistics of the time series used in the first-stage regression: the market returns, the percentage change
in the foreign exchange index, and the change in the risk-free rate over the period 1 January 2005 - 31 December 2013. Panel 2 presents statistics for the cross-sectional industry
data used in the second-stage analysis. Industry size (the number of firms in an industry) and concentration ratio (the eight-firm concentration ratio) statistics refer to 2007.

Number of
Observations Mean Median

Standard
deviation Skewness Min Max

Panel 1: Time series statistics of macroeconomic variables

Market return (%) 2,265 0.038 0.098 1.342 -0.173 -8.976 11.490

Percentage change in FX index (%) 2,265 -0.004 -0.012 0.332 -0.004 -2.275 1.748

Change in risk-free rate (%) 2,265 -0.002 0.000 0.058 -1.166 -0.810 0.740

Panel 2: Cross-sectional statistics of industry variables

Industry size 63 97190 22954 171865 2.443 241 799811

Industry concentration ratio (%) 56 27.868 23.250 19.083 0.946 4.000 85.000
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Table 2: Summary statistics of CUST and SUPP variables

This table presents the statistics of the CUST and SUPP variables calculated from the IO tables from 2005 to 2013.
The mean, median, 5% and 95% quantiles of the distribution of values in the constructed CUST and SUPP
matrices, as well as the proportion (frequency percentage) of different value ranges are reported in separate panels
for CUST and SUPP, respectively.

Panel 1: CUST

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Mean 0.671 0.664 0.668 0.664 0.635 0.642 0.646 0.647 0.653

Median 0.109 0.107 0.110 0.109 0.103 0.103 0.102 0.108 0.107

5 % percentile 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

95 % percentile 2.452 2.438 2.583 2.557 2.363 2.352 2.425 2.451 2.472

Frequency percentage

0 to 1% 87.030 87.219 87.077 86.698 87.669 87.172 87.172 87.219 87.337

1% to 2% 6.414 6.509 6.651 6.746 6.249 6.391 6.320 6.438 6.201

2% to 3% 2.675 2.391 2.107 2.296 2.083 2.367 2.391 2.154 2.296

3% to 4% 0.828 0.970 1.183 1.325 1.112 1.136 1.160 1.231 1.089

4% to 5% 0.568 0.450 0.544 0.497 0.521 0.639 0.592 0.473 0.592

over 5% 2.485 2.462 2.438 2.414 2.367 2.296 2.367 2.485 2.485

Panel 2: SUPP

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Mean 0.836 0.836 0.841 0.834 0.800 0.821 0.832 0.835 0.841

Median 0.152 0.148 0.147 0.146 0.140 0.150 0.148 0.150 0.155

5 % percentile 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

95 % percentile 3.618 3.622 3.602 3.625 3.506 3.522 3.656 3.635 3.570

Frequency percentage

0 to 1% 81.870 82.012 81.751 81.941 82.414 82.201 82.249 82.272 82.343

1% to 2% 8.118 8.000 8.118 8.047 8.024 8.284 8.189 7.953 7.882

2% to 3% 3.834 3.763 3.763 3.716 3.432 3.550 3.456 3.598 3.527

3% to 4% 1.751 1.822 1.917 1.870 1.964 1.657 1.633 1.633 1.728

4% to 5% 1.018 0.970 1.041 0.994 1.065 0.923 1.065 1.136 1.112

over 5% 3.408 3.432 3.408 3.408 3.101 3.385 3.408 3.408 3.408
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of business linkages between industries

This table presents summary statistics for 2,080 industry pairs according to the strength of their trading relationship. Panel 1 displays the 10 possible combinations which define
the supplier and customer roles between two industries. An industry is classified as a main customer / supplier with respect to its partner if its corresponding CUST / SUPP
value is equal or greater than the classifying threshold (in percentage), which ranges from 1% to 10% (by columns). Capital letters S and C denote main supplier and main
customer, while small letters (s and c) denote small supplier and small customer. For example, Sc - sC stands for pairs in which industry i is a main supplier and small customer
of industry j, and industry j is a small supplier and main customer of industry i. Panel 2 shows a summary of the pairs with close linkages described in Panel 1.

Panel 1:

Threshold (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pairs with weak linkage 1328 1637 1790 1877 1930 1966 1984 2003 2017 2024
(1) sc - sc

Pairs with close linkage 752 443 290 203 150 114 96 77 63 56

(2) sC - sc 108 69 60 49 38 32 31 29 27 28

(3) Sc - sc 294 222 149 109 74 53 47 33 26 20

(4) SC - sc 67 28 13 4 2 1 1 1 1 1

(5) sC - sC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6) Sc - sC 187 104 62 38 34 26 16 13 8 7

(7) SC - sC 15 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

(8) Sc - Sc 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(9) SC - Sc 50 12 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 0

(10) SC - SC 30 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Panel 2: Pairs with close linkages

Threshold (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pairs with 1 direction close linkage
[groups (2), (3), (6)] 589 395 271 196 146 111 94 75 61 55

Pairs with at least one main supplier
[groups (3), (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)] 644 374 230 154 112 82 65 48 36 28

Pairs with at least one main customer
[groups (2), (4), (5), (6), (7), (9), (10)] 457 221 141 94 76 61 49 44 37 36

One industry as both main supplier and main customer
[groups (4), (7), (9), (10)] 162 48 19 7 4 3 2 2 2 1

Both industries are main suppliers
[groups (8), (9), (10)] 81 16 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 0

Both industries are main customers
[groups (5), (7), (10)] 45 8 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 4: Summary statistics of the multivariate volatility spillover model estimates

This table shows summary statistics for the coefficient estimates obtained from Equs (1)-(6).
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The multivariate volatility spillover model is estimated for each industry pair using 2,285 daily observations. The table reports the mean, the minimum, and the maximum value
of the estimated coefficients for the 2,080 industry pairs. The number and percentage of estimated coefficients with t-statistics above 1.645 (10% significance level).

Coefficients Mean Min Max
Number

(t>1.645)
% (t>1.645)

1Ma Market return - Ind 1.070 0.591 1.645 2080 100.00

1FXa % change in FX index - Ind 0.010 -0.356 0.500 281 13.51

1RFa Change in risk-free rate - Ind -0.024 -3.585 2.385 704 33.85

2Ma Market return - Partner 1.058 0.558 1.646 2080 100.00

2FXa % change in FX index - Partner 0.011 -0.326 0.428 257 12.36

2RFa Change in risk-free rate - Partner 0.010 -3.276 2.620 673 32.36

11 Ind's return autocorrelation 0.008 -0.128 0.138 756 36.35

22 Partner's return autocorrelation 0.012 -0.137 0.136 763 36.68

12 Return spillover Partner-Ind 0.006 -0.114 0.237 488 23.46

21 Return spillover Ind-Partner 0.008 -0.207 0.212 565 27.16
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Coefficients Mean Min Max
Number

(t>1.645)
% (t>1.645)

1,11 Ind's GARCH lag 1 0.433 0.000 0.991 1321 63.51

1,22 Partner's GARCH lag 1 0.405 0.000 0.989 1330 63.94

1,11 Ind's ARCH lag 1 0.080 0.000 0.582 2005 96.39

1,22 Partner's ARCH lag 1 0.083 0.000 0.455 2018 97.02

2,11 Ind's GARCH lag 2 0.519 0.000 0.968 1148 73.40*

2,22 Partner's GARCH lag 2 0.499 0.000 0.974 1157 73.98*

2,11 Ind's ARCH lag 2 0.041 0.000 0.265 293 52.32*

2,22 Partner's ARCH lag 2 0.076 0.000 0.722 353 63.04*

ij Correlation 0.030 -0.381 0.735 1516 72.88

12 GARCH spillover Partner-Ind 0.078 0.000 8.623 449 21.59

21 GARCH spillover Ind-Partner 0.220 0.000 13.966 607 29.18

12 ARCH spillover Partner-Ind 0.033 0.000 2.643 796 38.27

21 ARCH spillover Ind-Partner 0.068 0.000 10.738 891 42.84

* These statistics are based on the number of best-fitting models which include these lags as shown below. For example, the coefficient of industry’s GARCH lag 2 is statistically
significant for 1,148 industry pairs among the 1,564 best-fitting GARCH(2,1) and GARCH(2,2) models (73.40%).

Model Number of best-fitting models

GARCH (1,1) 415

GARCH (2,1) 1,105

GARCH (1,2) 101

GARCH (2,2) 459
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Table 5: Business linkages and volatility spillover in 2005-2013

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The relation
between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions
of firms) and the concentration ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.300 1.177 3.493 2.913 0.269* 0.153 0.519* 0.342

(CUSTji) (1.096) (1.253) (2.694) (2.720) (0.152) (0.182) (0.304) (0.315)

Supplier role of Industry 0.579 0.514 0.799 0.394 0.635* 0.589* 1.184*** 1.045***

(SUPPij) (0.515) (0.513) (0.843) (0.821) (0.337) (0.330) (0.378) (0.328)

Customer role of Partner -0.924*** -0.967*** -1.710** -1.101* -0.497*** -0.503*** -1.026*** -0.843***

(CUSTij) (0.310) (0.307) (0.688) (0.588) (0.179) (0.181) (0.355) (0.295)

Supplier role of Partner -2.050** -2.083* -4.893*** -4.186*** -0.521** -0.491** -1.134*** -0.935***

(SUPPji) (0.983) (1.107) (1.333) (1.315) (0.212) (0.227) (0.223) (0.191)

Industry Size 0.024 0.113 0.034 0.047

(0.078) (0.142) (0.033) (0.046)

Partner Size -0.047 -0.354*** -0.013 -0.095***

(0.030) (0.052) (0.011) (0.016)

Industry Concentration -0.001 0.032 -0.032 -0.018

(0.069) (0.087) (0.034) (0.028)

Partner Concentration -0.628*** -0.735*** -0.149*** -0.178***

(0.083) (0.091) (0.032) (0.034)

Observations 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.025 0.027 0.002 0.002 0.011 0.012
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Table 6: The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover for closely related industries

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The sample
includes only industry pairs for which at least one of the four trading variables meets the minimum 1% threshold in Table 3. The relation between the two volatility spillover
coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions of firms) and the concentration
ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.233 0.838 3.421 2.611 0.182 -0.043 0.387 0.033

(CUSTji) (1.066) (1.243) (2.742) (2.770) (0.181) (0.248) (0.318) (0.391)

Supplier role of Industry 0.383 0.122 0.433 -0.263 0.406 0.297 0.758*** 0.439*

(SUPPij) (0.431) (0.382) (0.716) (0.659) (0.252) (0.211) (0.270) (0.252)

Customer role of Partner -0.842*** -0.666** -1.365** -0.595 -0.538*** -0.490*** -1.073*** -0.729**

(CUSTij) (0.310) (0.321) (0.674) (0.559) (0.191) (0.188) (0.407) (0.286)

Supplier role of Partner -1.761* -1.612 -4.220*** -3.392*** -0.667** -0.580* -1.471*** -1.117***

(SUPPji) (1.003) (1.005) (1.309) (1.277) (0.339) (0.322) (0.384) (0.287)

Industry Size 0.161 0.238* 0.074 0.127*

(0.099) (0.137) (0.058) (0.075)

Partner Size -0.128*** -0.483*** -0.045** -0.191***

(0.039) (0.103) (0.020) (0.054)

Industry Concentration -0.188* -0.096 -0.030 0.020

(0.102) (0.092) (0.094) (0.083)

Partner Concentration -0.553*** -0.749*** -0.220*** -0.297***

(0.127) (0.156) (0.079) (0.096)

Observations 1,504 1,430 1,158 1,158 1,504 1,430 1,158 1,158

Adjusted R2 0.006 0.008 0.031 0.040 0.002 0.002 0.009 0.012
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Table 7: The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover for non-financial industries

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The sample
includes only non-financial industry pairs. The relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and
(9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions of firms) and the concentration ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance
levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.838 1.862 4.210 3.557 0.359** 0.256 0.646* 0.444

(CUSTji) (1.307) (1.512) (3.501) (3.549) (0.166) (0.203) (0.386) (0.402)

Supplier role of Industry 1.455* 1.398* 1.760 1.183 1.037*** 0.968*** 1.279** 1.086**

(SUPPij) (0.784) (0.823) (1.276) (1.228) (0.347) (0.350) (0.533) (0.455)

Customer role of Partner -1.172*** -1.275*** -2.152** -1.444* -0.614*** -0.612*** -1.068** -0.859**

(CUSTij) (0.399) (0.453) (1.033) (0.868) (0.197) (0.214) (0.483) (0.399)

Supplier role of Partner -3.621*** -3.952*** -5.607*** -4.801*** -0.811*** -0.800*** -1.191*** -0.967***

(SUPPji) (1.032) (1.106) (1.853) (1.844) (0.160) (0.164) (0.288) (0.256)

Industry Size 0.009 0.134 0.035 0.063

(0.082) (0.156) (0.035) (0.049)

Partner Size -0.024 -0.377*** -0.012 -0.091***

(0.032) (0.061) (0.010) (0.017)

Industry Concentration 0.024 0.062 -0.034 -0.015

(0.082) (0.099) (0.040) (0.035)

Partner Concentration -0.771*** -0.900*** -0.150*** -0.180***

(0.108) (0.119) (0.041) (0.044)

Observations 3,422 3,192 2,500 2,500 3,422 3,192 2,500 2,500

Adjusted R2 0.004 0.004 0.026 0.029 0.003 0.003 0.009 0.010
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Table 8: Business linkages and volatility spillovers over the pre-crisis period 2005-2006

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2006. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2005.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 3.332** 3.261* 1.488 1.511

(CUSTji) (1.663) (1.836) (0.948) (1.036)

Supplier role of Industry 3.761* 3.397 0.906* 0.732

(SUPPij) (2.274) (2.325) (0.518) (0.512)

Customer role of Partner -2.881** -2.777** -0.701*** -0.545**

(CUSTij) (1.176) (1.240) (0.264) (0.271)

Supplier role of Partner -3.688** -3.577** -1.389** -1.277*

(SUPPji) (1.536) (1.559) (0.667) (0.687)

Industry Size 0.180 0.051

(0.149) (0.033)

Partner Size -0.130 -0.077***

(0.090) (0.019)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.005 0.005 0.009 0.010
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Table 9: Business linkages and volatility spillovers over the crisis period 2007-2008

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2007 – 31 December 2008. The relation
between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions
of firms) and the concentration ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.188* 1.078 2.870* 2.324 1.488 1.489 3.584 3.396

(CUSTji) (0.646) (0.780) (1.539) (1.534) (1.114) (1.283) (2.845) (2.872)

Supplier role of Industry 2.546* 2.311 4.266*** 3.775*** 1.012* 0.928 1.468** 1.307*

(SUPPij) (1.382) (1.406) (1.455) (1.366) (0.599) (0.583) (0.718) (0.693)

Customer role of Partner -1.609** -1.531** -3.221*** -2.671*** -0.882*** -0.954*** -1.256** -1.064*

(CUSTij) (0.641) (0.705) (1.063) (0.974) (0.317) (0.334) (0.622) (0.570)

Supplier role of Partner -2.143*** -2.052** -4.031*** -3.497*** -1.587** -1.642* -3.096** -2.901**

(SUPPji) (0.832) (0.894) (0.857) (0.833) (0.809) (0.893) (1.267) (1.294)

Industry Size 0.145 0.198 0.027 0.061

(0.097) (0.165) (0.051) (0.068)

Partner Size -0.050 -0.233*** 0.013 -0.088***

(0.052) (0.059) (0.026) (0.033)

Industry Concentration 0.009 0.068 -0.048 -0.030

(0.060) (0.078) (0.042) (0.040)

Partner Concentration -0.208** -0.278** -0.224*** -0.251***

(0.103) (0.111) (0.047) (0.049)

Customer role of Industry

Observations 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080

Adjusted R2 0.004 0.005 0.009 0.010 0.003 0.002 0.021 0.021
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Table 10: Business linkages and volatility spillovers over the post-crisis period 2009-2013

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2013. The relation
between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions
of firms) refer to year 2007. The concentration ratios refer to year 2012. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.669 1.796 3.969 3.508 0.022 -0.055 -0.033 -0.125

(CUSTji) (1.389) (1.862) (3.230) (3.298) (0.229) (0.249) (0.261) (0.320)

Supplier role of Industry 0.861 0.916 1.814 1.552 0.276 0.338 0.833** 0.780**

(SUPPij) (0.672) (0.753) (1.110) (1.129) (0.275) (0.271) (0.408) (0.357)

Customer role of Partner -1.328*** -1.542** -2.568*** -1.965** -0.505** -0.659** -0.797** -0.678**

(CUSTij) (0.501) (0.625) (0.900) (0.833) (0.197) (0.267) (0.355) (0.303)

Supplier role of Partner -3.051** -3.125** -5.673*** -5.052*** -0.612 -0.657 -1.156*** -1.034***

(SUPPji) (1.278) (1.445) (1.520) (1.524) (0.383) (0.442) (0.242) (0.219)

Industry Size -0.062 0.014 -0.060 0.004

(0.098) (0.147) (0.048) (0.051)

Partner Size -0.090* -0.377*** 0.012 -0.073***

(0.046) (0.063) (0.024) (0.024)

Industry Concentration 0.096 0.099 0.052 0.053

(0.100) (0.113) (0.066) (0.065)

Partner Concentration -0.614*** -0.723*** -0.201*** -0.222***

(0.103) (0.112) (0.052) (0.056)

Observations 4,032 3,782 2,970 2,970 4,032 3,782 2,970 2,970

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.003 0.020 0.021 -0.000 -0.000 0.007 0.007
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Table 11: Volatility spillover between industries and their representative trading partners

This table shows the results of the multivariate volatility spillover regressions of 65 US industries with their portfolios of suppliers and customers. Panel 1 presents the statistics
of the estimated volatility spillover coefficients between an industry and its representative supplier, while Panel 2 gives the statistics for an industry and its representative
customer. Panels 1 and 2 report the number of daily observations for each model, the minimum, maximum, and the mean value of the estimated coefficients. The number and
the percentage of estimated coefficients with t-statistics above 1.645 (10% significance level) are also reported. Panel 3 details the direction of spillovers identified in Panels 1
and 2.

Panel 1: Industry and Representative Supplier

Obs Min Max Mean No (t>1.645). % (t>1.645).

GARCH spill from Industry to Representative Supplier 2265 0.000 0.187 0.006 8 12.31

GARCH spill from Representative Supplier to Industry 2265 0.000 5.896 0.526 16 24.62

ARCH spill from Industry to Representative Supplier 2265 0.000 0.053 0.003 15 23.08

ARCH spill from Representative Supplier to Industry 2265 0.000 2.127 0.308 34 52.31

Panel 2: Industry and Representative Customer

GARCH spill from Representative Customer to Industry 2265 0.000 4.283 0.414 17 26.15

GARCH spill from Industry to Representative Customer 2265 0.000 0.073 0.004 4 6.15

ARCH spill from Representative Customer to Industry 2265 0.000 9.632 0.391 38 58.46

ARCH spill from Industry to Representative Customer 2265 0.000 0.054 0.005 27 41.54
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Panel 3: Direction of volatility spillover

GARCH
spillover

ARCH
spillover

Either GARCH
or ARCH
spillover

Spillovers to Industry 33 72 89

No industries affected by partners 23 47 54

Spillovers from Industry 12 42 50

No industries affecting their partners 11 34 40

Downstream spillover cases 20 61 69

Representative Supplier to Industry 16 34 40

Industry to Representative Customer 4 27 29

No industries involved in downstream spillover 20 45 50

Upstream spillover cases 25 53 70

Industry to Representative Supplier 8 15 21

Representative Customer to Industry 17 38 49

No industries involved in downstream spillover 24 40 54

Panel 4: Volatility spillover combinations

Panel 4 considers the 15 possible combinations of volatility spillover between an industry (I), its representative
supplier (S) and its representative customer (C). Arows (→ or ←) show the direction of the volatility spillover, 
“↔” means bidirectional volatility spillover, and “…” denotes no volatility spillover. For example, (S ← I → C) 
means the volatility of industry I affects the volatility of its representative supplier S and representative customer
C, but not vice versa. The column reports the number of industries with significant (either GARCH or ARCH)
spillovers for each combination.

Cases of volatility spillover
Either GARCH or
ARCH spillover

(1) S … I → C 3 

(2) S … I ← C 5 

(3) S … I ↔ C 3 

(4) S → I … C 2

(5) S → I → C 2 

(6) S → I ← C 14 

(7) S → I ↔ C 11 

(8) S ← I … C 3

(9) S ← I → C 1 

(10) S ← I ← C 3 

(11) S ← I ↔ C 3 

(12) S ↔ I … C 0

(13) S ↔ I → C 1 

(14) S ↔ I ← C 5 

(15) S ↔ I ↔ C 5 

Number of industries with spillover 61
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Table 12: Volatility spillovers and portfolio concentration

This table reports probit marginal effects and robust standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are
the dummy variables SuppInd in columns 1-2 and CustInd in columns 3-4. SuppInd takes value 1 for significant
volatility spillovers from the representative supplier to the industry as identified in Table 11 Panel 3, 0 otherwise.
Similarly, CustInd is equal to 1 for significant volatility spillovers from the representative customer to the industry,
0 otherwise. The Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) of the degree of concentration of the representative supplier
/ customer is calculated as the sum of the squared weights used to construct the respective portfolios. The IO data,
industry size (millions of firms), and industry concentration ratios (CR8) refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote
the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
SuppInd SuppInd CustInd CustInd

Representative Supplier HHI concentration -6.925** -9.071**
(3.331) (3.977)

Industry size -0.001** -0.001**
(0.000) (0.000)

Industry concentration -1.560*** -0.317
(0.484) (0.287)

Representative Customer HHI concentration 1.659* 0.151
(0.983) (1.206)

Observations 65 56 65 56
Pseudo Rsq 0.0718 0.260 0.0281 0.106
Log likelihood -40.20 -27.01 -35.26 -26.02
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APPENDIX 1:

Input-Output Accounts and Constructed Tables

Table A1.1: MAKE Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the Make table (2007), provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), showing the make of 73 commodities by 71 industries in the US Each
industry is presented in a row and each commodity is shown in a column. Each entry documents the value of the commodity in the corresponding column produced by the
industry in the corresponding row. The sum of all entries in a row is the Total Industry Output and the sum of all entries in a column is the Total Commodity Output.

(Millions of dollars)

Industries/Commodities 111CA 113FF 211 … GSLE Used Other

IO Code Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing, and

related
activities

Oil and gas
extraction …

State and
local

government
enterprises

Scrap, used
and second-
hand goods

Noncomparable
imports and
rest-of-the-

world
adjustment

Total
Industry
Output

111CA Farms 297412 3502 0 … 0 0 0 302485

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 15 44384 0 … 0 0 0 44457

211 Oil and gas extraction 0 0 234820 … 0 0 0 293640

… … … … … … … … … …

GFE Federal government enterprises 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 96005

GSLG State and local general government 463 2715 0 … 0 3796 0 1787992

GSLE
State and local government
enterprises 0 0 0 … 67345 0 0 224087

Total Commodity Output 298058 51457 235813 … 68727 10223 1703 26151297

Total Commodity Supply [1] 322648 66696 516716 … 68727 124674 242784 28583161

[1] The Total Commodity Supply is added to this table, showing the actual total supply of the commodity in the corresponding column. This is equal to the total output of
commodity ܿproduced by all industries, which is the sum of all entries in the corresponding column of commodity ܿ in the Make table, plus other components such as imports
or changes in inventories which increase the actual supply of commodity to be used in the production of industries (or consumption of final users).
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Table A1.2: USE Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the Use table (2007), provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), showing the use of 73 commodities by 71 industries and Final users in
the US Each commodity is displayed in a row and each industry is presented in a column. Each entry documents the value of the commodity in the corresponding row that the
industry in the corresponding column uses as the input for its production. The sum of all entries in a row is the Total Commodity Output and the sum of all entries in a column
is the Total Industry Output.

(Millions of dollars)

Commodities/Industries 111CA 113FF 211 … GFE GSLG GSLE F010 … F10N

IO
Code Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing,

and
related

activities

Oil and
gas

extraction …

Federal
govern-

ment
enterprises

State
and
local

general
govern-

ment

State and
local

govern-
ment

enterprises
Total

Intermediate

Personal
consump-

tion
expendi-

tures …

State and
local:
Gross

investment
in

intellectual
property
products

Total
Final
Uses

(GDP)

Total
Commodity

Output

111CA Farms 45189 637 0 … 2 2088 0 231705 52756 … 0 66354 298058

113FF
Forestry, fishing, and
related activities 19526 5785 0 … 4 1228 0 56330 5424 … 0 -4872 51457

211 Oil and gas extraction 0 0 38347 … 846 0 11949 509219 0 … 0 -273406 235813

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

GSLE
State and local
government enterprises 0 4 0 … 253 3236 643 18111 50615 … 0 50615 68727

Used
Scrap, used and second-
hand goods 0 1 0 … 0 0 0 22312 67057 … 0 -12089 10223

Other

Noncomparable imports
and rest-of-the-world
adjustment 592 46 712 … 946 0 0 111725 -48866 … 0 -110022 1703

Total Intermediate 188952 15991 88353 … 29944 577797 131386 11673662 0 … 0 0 0

V001
Compensation of
employees 25013 16486 22573 … 60988 1065499 84938 7908768 0 … 0 0 0

V002
Taxes on production and
imports, less subsidies -3878 1353 27024 … -3044 0 -15629 979978 0 … 0 0 0

V003 Gross operating surplus 92398 10628 155691 … 8118 144696 23392 5588888 0 … 0 0 0

Total Value Added 113534 28466 205288 … 66061 1210195 92701 0 0 … 0 14477634 0

Total Industry Output 302485 44457 293640 … 96005 1787992 224087 0 9750504 … 25758 0 26151297
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Table A1.3: SHARE Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the constructed SHARE table (2007), demonstrating the proportion of the commodity supplies that each industry accounts for. Each industry is
presented in a row and each commodity is shown in a column. Each entry displays the percentage of the total supply of the commodity in the corresponding column produced
by the industry in the corresponding row.

Industries/Commodities 111CA 113FF 211 … GSLE Used Other

IO
Code Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing, and

related
activities

Oil and gas
extraction …

State and
local

government
enterprises

Scrap, used
and second-
hand goods

Noncomparable
imports and
rest-of-the-

world
adjustment

111CA Farms 92.18% 5.25% 0.00% … 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 0.00% 66.55% 0.00% … 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

211 Oil and gas extraction 0.00% 0.00% 45.44% … 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

… … … … … … … … …

GFE Federal government enterprises 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% … 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

GSLG State and local general government 0.14% 4.07% 0.00% … 0.00% 3.04% 0.00%

GSLE State and local government enterprises 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% … 97.99% 0.00% 0.00%
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Table A1.4: REVSHARE Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the constructed REVSHARE table (2007), showing the value of goods traded between any pairs of industries in the US The element of row ,݅
column ܸܧܴ݆) (ܧܴܣܪܵ demonstrates the total value of the goods flowing from industry t݅o industry (݆i.e. the total value of all commodities that industry ݆buys from industry

,݅ or the revenue industry ݆generates for industry )݅.

(Millions of dollars)

Industries/Commodities 111CA 113FF 211 … GFE GSLG GSLE

IOCode Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing, and

related
activities

Oil and gas
extraction …

Federal
government
enterprises

State and
local general
government

State and
local

government
enterprises

111CA Farms 42681 891 0 … 2 1999 2

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 12996 3850 0 … 3 818 1

211 Oil and gas extraction 477 38 19149 … 471 2534 5793

… … … … … … … … …

GFE Federal government enterprises 168 9 53 … 47 3356 191

GSLG State and local general government 1069 278 176 … 241 7719 1314

GSLE State and local government enterprises 851 35 361 … 582 9432 1068
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Table A1.5: CUST Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the constructed CUST table (2007), showing the importance of the role of an industry as the customer of the other industry. The element of row ݅
and column ܷܶܵܥ)݆ ) demonstrates the role of industry ݆in the customer profile of industry (݅i.e., the proportion of the revenue of industry t݅hat is generated by industry )݆.

Industries/Commodities 111CA 113FF 211 … GFE GSLG GSLE

IO
Code Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing, and

related
activities

Oil and gas
extraction …

Federal
government
enterprises

State and
local general
government

State and
local

government
enterprises

111CA Farms 0.141 0.003 0.000 … 0.000 0.007 0.000

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 0.292 0.087 0.000 … 0.000 0.018 0.000

211 Oil and gas extraction 0.002 0.000 0.065 … 0.002 0.009 0.020

… … … … … … … … …

GFE Federal government enterprises 0.002 0.000 0.001 … 0.000 0.035 0.002

GSLG State and local general government 0.001 0.000 0.000 … 0.000 0.004 0.001

GSLE State and local government enterprises 0.004 0.000 0.002 … 0.003 0.042 0.005
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Table A1.6: SUPP Table (2007)

This table is extracted from the constructed SUPP table (2007), demonstrating the importance of an industry as the supplier of the other industry. The element of row ݅and
column ݆(ܷܵ ܲ ܲ) shows the role of industry i݅n the supplier profile of industry ݆(i.e., the proportion of the total input of industry ݆that is purchased from industry )݅.

Industries/Commodities 111CA 113FF 211 … GFE GSLG GSLE

IO
Code Name Farms

Forestry,
fishing, and

related
activities

Oil and gas
extraction …

Federal
government
enterprises

State and
local general
government

State and
local

government
enterprises

111CA Farms 0.199 0.027 0.000 … 0.000 0.001 0.000

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 0.061 0.119 0.000 … 0.000 0.000 0.000

211 Oil and gas extraction 0.002 0.001 0.173 … 0.005 0.002 0.027

… … … … … … … … …

GFE Federal government enterprises 0.001 0.000 0.000 … 0.001 0.002 0.001

GSLG State and local general government 0.005 0.009 0.002 … 0.003 0.005 0.006

GSLE State and local government enterprises 0.004 0.001 0.003 … 0.006 0.006 0.005
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APPENDIX 2

Industry linkage variables calculated using the Input-Output matrices of different years

Table A2.1:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2005 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2005.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.428 1.282 0.260* 0.127

(CUSTji) (1.179) (1.336) (0.155) (0.186)

Supplier role of Industry 0.481 0.417 0.686* 0.634*

(SUPPij) (0.511) (0.507) (0.373) (0.356)

Customer role of Partner -0.911*** -0.954*** -0.517*** -0.517***

(CUSTij) (0.314) (0.306) (0.197) (0.197)

Supplier role of Partner -2.268** -2.275** -0.554*** -0.514**

(SUPPji) (1.050) (1.151) (0.213) (0.221)

Industry Size 0.026 0.036

(0.082) (0.034)

Partner Size -0.045 -0.012

(0.031) (0.011)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002
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Table A2.2:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2006 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2006.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.366 1.217 0.261* 0.135

(CUSTji) (1.152) (1.291) (0.154) (0.182)

Supplier role of Industry 0.495 0.428 0.675* 0.624*

(SUPPij) (0.494) (0.482) (0.377) (0.364)

Customer role of Partner -0.912*** -0.938*** -0.509*** -0.505***

(CUSTij) (0.303) (0.293) (0.195) (0.194)

Supplier role of Partner -2.174** -2.179* -0.541** -0.503**

(SUPPji) (1.051) (1.154) (0.220) (0.229)

Industry Size 0.025 0.035

(0.080) (0.033)

Partner Size -0.047 -0.013

(0.031) (0.011)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
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Table A2.3:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2008 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2008.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.446 1.377 0.296* 0.192

(CUSTji) (1.193) (1.379) (0.155) (0.190)

Supplier role of Industry 0.657 0.600 0.686** 0.645*

(SUPPij) (0.523) (0.521) (0.345) (0.340)

Customer role of Partner -0.944*** -1.013*** -0.528*** -0.546***

(CUSTij) (0.320) (0.325) (0.190) (0.198)

Supplier role of Partner -2.157** -2.221** -0.540*** -0.516**

(SUPPji) (0.970) (1.104) (0.199) (0.216)

Industry Size 0.024 0.035

(0.081) (0.033)

Partner Size -0.036 -0.010

(0.031) (0.011)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002
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Table A2.4:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2009 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2009.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.234 1.114 0.253* 0.141

(CUSTji) (0.989) (1.135) (0.146) (0.180)

Supplier role of Industry 0.688 0.606 0.741* 0.688*

(SUPPij) (0.593) (0.579) (0.408) (0.396)

Customer role of Partner -0.911*** -0.993*** -0.527** -0.548**

(CUSTij) (0.327) (0.331) (0.207) (0.213)

Supplier role of Partner -2.139** -2.184* -0.549** -0.522**

(SUPPji) (1.005) (1.135) (0.224) (0.243)

Industry Size 0.032 0.037

(0.083) (0.035)

Partner Size -0.024 -0.007

(0.034) (0.012)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
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Table A2.5:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2010 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2010.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.564 1.509 0.320* 0.219

(CUSTji) (1.250) (1.438) (0.164) (0.198)

Supplier role of Industry 0.594 0.554 0.765* 0.732*

(SUPPij) (0.539) (0.534) (0.425) (0.420)

Customer role of Partner -0.885*** -0.977*** -0.572** -0.603**

(CUSTij) (0.328) (0.335) (0.231) (0.237)

Supplier role of Partner -2.216** -2.269* -0.558*** -0.532**

(SUPPji) (1.029) (1.161) (0.213) (0.232)

Industry Size 0.028 0.035

(0.083) (0.034)

Partner Size -0.021 -0.006

(0.034) (0.012)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003
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Table A2.6:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2011 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2011.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.652 1.621 0.342** 0.252

(CUSTji) (1.340) (1.531) (0.168) (0.199)

Supplier role of Industry 0.596 0.565 0.736* 0.709*

(SUPPij) (0.522) (0.520) (0.398) (0.398)

Customer role of Partner -0.876*** -0.979*** -0.559** -0.589***

(CUSTij) (0.333) (0.346) (0.221) (0.226)

Supplier role of Partner -2.201** -2.280** -0.549*** -0.532**

(SUPPji) (0.989) (1.119) (0.196) (0.217)

Industry Size 0.027 0.035

(0.084) (0.034)

Partner Size -0.018 -0.006

(0.035) (0.012)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003
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Table A2.7: The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2012 Input-Output Benchmark

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The relation
between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables, industry size (millions
of firms) and the concentration ratios refer to year 2012. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.579 3.345 3.504 2.965 0.326* 0.414 0.511 0.333

(CUSTji) (1.319) (2.986) (2.928) (3.001) (0.169) (0.347) (0.325) (0.345)

Supplier role of Industry 0.603 0.783 0.831 0.446 0.689* 1.178*** 1.230*** 1.098***

(SUPPij) (0.536) (0.804) (0.818) (0.782) (0.370) (0.414) (0.439) (0.396)

Customer role of Partner -0.910*** -1.553*** -1.622** -0.999* -0.533*** -0.970*** -1.033*** -0.834***

(CUSTij) (0.342) (0.587) (0.681) (0.592) (0.207) (0.329) (0.370) (0.319)

Supplier role of Partner -2.168** -4.281*** -4.562*** -3.989*** -0.544*** -0.956*** -1.069*** -0.890***

(SUPPji) (0.998) (1.304) (1.316) (1.322) (0.202) (0.194) (0.225) (0.197)

Industry Size 0.069 0.115 0.047 0.044

(0.117) (0.140) (0.048) (0.044)

Partner Size 0.055 -0.304*** 0.005 -0.092***

(0.050) (0.052) (0.017) (0.016)

Industry Concentration 0.030 0.063 -0.025 -0.012

(0.069) (0.088) (0.034) (0.030)

Partner Concentration -0.602*** -0.690*** -0.161*** -0.188***

(0.080) (0.087) (0.031) (0.033)

Observations 4,160 3,080 3,080 3,080 4,160 3,080 3,080 3,080

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.006 0.024 0.026 0.003 0.005 0.013 0.014
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Table A2.8:

The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the 2013 IO Tables

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The
dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate
GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The
relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in
equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size (millions of firms) refer to year 2013.
*, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Customer role of Industry 1.627 1.602 0.329* 0.243

(CUSTji) (1.327) (1.525) (0.170) (0.200)

Supplier role of Industry 0.513 0.493 0.666* 0.636*

(SUPPij) (0.496) (0.487) (0.359) (0.355)

Customer role of Partner -0.886*** -1.025*** -0.537*** -0.571***

(CUSTij) (0.335) (0.352) (0.205) (0.208)

Supplier role of Partner -2.197** -2.296** -0.545*** -0.534**

(SUPPji) (1.015) (1.151) (0.201) (0.223)

Industry Size 0.025 0.034

(0.082) (0.034)

Partner Size -0.000 -0.002

(0.036) (0.013)

Observations 4,160 3,906 4,160 3,906

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002
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Table A2.9: The impact of business linkages on volatility spillover - using the average values of the IO Tables from 2005-2013

This table reports cross-sectional estimated coefficients and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH
spillover coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equations (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013. The relation
between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equations (8) and (9). The business linkage variables and the industry size
(millions of firms) are the average during 2005-2013 sample period. The industry concentration ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance
levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.503 1.420 3.631 3.077 0.301* 0.192 0.511* 0.345

(CUSTji) (1.227) (1.408) (2.800) (2.844) (0.162) (0.195) (0.307) (0.324)

Supplier role of Industry 0.589 0.541 0.783 0.389 0.711* 0.671* 1.314*** 1.184***

(SUPPij) (0.536) (0.529) (0.859) (0.833) (0.387) (0.379) (0.457) (0.411)

Customer role of Partner -0.925*** -1.015*** -1.626** -1.024* -0.544*** -0.566*** -1.063*** -0.886***

(CUSTij) (0.331) (0.331) (0.682) (0.590) (0.208) (0.211) (0.385) (0.332)

Supplier role of Partner -2.217** -2.269* -5.067*** -4.394*** -0.553** -0.527** -1.162*** -0.974***

(SUPPji) (1.047) (1.178) (1.369) (1.363) (0.216) (0.234) (0.227) (0.199)

Industry Size 0.025 0.105 0.035 0.042

(0.082) (0.143) (0.034) (0.045)

Partner Size -0.028 -0.334*** -0.008 -0.089***

(0.033) (0.052) (0.012) (0.015)

Industry Concentration -0.003 0.028 -0.031 -0.019

(0.069) (0.087) (0.034) (0.029)

Partner Concentration -0.628*** -0.729*** -0.149*** -0.176***

(0.083) (0.090) (0.032) (0.034)

Observations 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.002 0.025 0.027 0.003 0.002 0.012 0.012
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APPENDIX 3

Table A3: Business linkages and volatility spillover – controlling for the crisis period

This table reports cross-sectional estimates and bootstrapped standard errors (in parentheses). The dependent variables are the GARCH spillover and the ARCH spillover
coefficients obtained from the multivariate GARCH model (equs (1)-(6)) using daily returns over the period 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2013 adding the crisis dummy
variable in equs (1) and (3). The relation between the two volatility spillover coefficients and the business linkage variables are specified in equs (8) and (9). The business
linkage variables, industry size (millions of firms) and the concentration ratios refer to year 2007. *, ** and *** denote the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.

GARCH spillover ARCH spillover

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Customer role of Industry 1.826 1.653 4.929 4.167 0.254* 0.128 0.466 0.280

(CUSTji) (1.300) (1.422) (3.271) (3.158) (0.152) (0.182) (0.299) (0.314)

Supplier role of Industry 1.022 0.876 1.656 1.004 0.652* 0.600* 1.228*** 1.085***

(SUPPij) (0.839) (0.792) (1.217) (1.014) (0.349) (0.337) (0.398) (0.343)

Customer role of Partner -1.190*** -1.164*** -2.246** -1.471** -0.509*** -0.503*** -1.058*** -0.865***

(CUSTij) (0.454) (0.433) (0.923) (0.709) (0.186) (0.187) (0.371) (0.307)

Supplier role of Partner -2.403** -2.371* -5.638*** -4.851*** -0.532** -0.495** -1.145*** -0.934***

(SUPPji) (1.186) (1.268) (1.633) (1.561) (0.218) (0.230) (0.223) (0.189)

Industry Size 0.112 0.248 0.035 0.047

(0.115) (0.198) (0.034) (0.047)

Partner Size -0.063** -0.356*** -0.019* -0.102***

(0.031) (0.053) (0.011) (0.016)

Industry Concentration -0.041 0.033 -0.034 -0.020

(0.065) (0.085) (0.035) (0.029)

Partner Concentration -0.597*** -0.705*** -0.140*** -0.171***

(0.083) (0.091) (0.032) (0.035)

Observations 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080 4,160 3,906 3,080 3,080

Adjusted R2 0.003 0.003 0.020 0.023 0.002 0.002 0.010 0.011
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